REAL ESTATE

BRIGHT & AIRY Light-filled rooms are an Orbit Homes trademark.

INDOOR-OUTDOOR Most Orbit Homes feature floor-to-ceiling windows and generous decks, for indoor-outdoor living.

ORBIT HOMES

LUXE HOMES FOR ALL
With Orbit Homes, Malibu brothers Joseph and Or Michaelo are disrupting
the luxury home building industry, offering gorgeous designs that cost a
fraction of standard construction and are built in a matter of months.

T

he newly-installed ORBIT Home is hard to
miss. It’s beautiful, for
one, contemporary and
extraordinarily chic,
with gleaming white
walls and floor-to-ceiling windows framing an open-concept
kitchen rendered in sleek wood and quartz.
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It’s a Malibu dream house in every sense of
the word; effortlessly elegant, light-filled
and brimming with luxurious details, from
a massive soaking tub to a living room fireplace.
It’s the kind of house that is expensive
to build, to say nothing of the countless
months and costs to secure building permits. But herein lies perhaps the dreamiest

part of this unique Malibu dream house; it
is roughly half the cost of traditional construction, and takes only a few weeks to
build.
If you can’t quite believe a home like this
exists, well, who could blame you? Soaring
housing prices throughout Southern California have increasingly turned the dream
of home ownership, let alone luxury home

IN THE DETAILS Each home incorporates fine materials.

ownership, into an untenable fantasy.
This is where ORBIT Homes comes in.
Founded in Malibu in 2019 by Or and Joseph Michaelo, two local Malibu brothers
with years of experience in high-end construction, ORBIT Homes is revolutionizing
the home-building process. Think of it
kind of like Tesla for homes; customers can
choose a home model from a breadth of
options, ranging from 495 to 2,225 square
feet and 1 to 4 bedrooms, and then get to
work customizing finishes to make it their
own, choosing everything from the model
and materials to luxe features like soaking
tubs, walk-in closets and even pools. From
there, the homes are pre-constructed in
state-of-the-art factories, and then assembled on-site in just a couple months.
If it’s a time-honored model- Sears was
selling pre-constructed homes as far back
as the early 1900s- ORBIT Homes has revolutionized it for our times. For one, ORBIT
Homes are as sturdy, if not more so, than
traditional stick-builds, built on a steel
frame engineered to withstand everything

CUSTOMIZABLE Clients choose from a variety of customizations.

from earthquakes and strong winds to
fires. They’re exceptionally beautiful and
thoughtfully-designed in the way you’d
expect from a luxury custom home, embracing an indoor-outdoor sensibility with
floor-to-ceiling windows and wide airy
spaces that showcase the natural environment around them.
“From the beginning the goal of the company was to challenge the norm in every way,” said Or. “How can we make the
most affordable, easy-to-maintain, luxury
homes?”
For Or and Joseph, ORBIT Homes is the
culmination of a dream hatched years ago
in the brothers’ teenage years, thousands
of miles away from Malibu. Raised by an
oft-traveling father, the brothers grew up
surfing some of the most remote beaches
and islands in the world. As teenagers, the
brothers became obsessed with the idea of
opening up these incredible places to habitation, in a way that honored the land and
didn’t disrupt its natural habitat.
“The idea was always to create some kind

of instant development on an island somewhere,” Joseph said. “It was always a romantic idea for us before it became a real thing.”
Both brothers would go on to successful
careers in construction, making a name for
themselves building and remodeling luxury homes across California, when years
later they found their minds wandering to
their childhood dream.
“We wanted to create something with plug
and play systems that also looked amazing,”
said Joseph.
After years of research and development,
Joseph and Or built their first off grid home,
a gorgeous, contemporary 4-bedroom just
off the beach, completed construction in
the South Pacific in 2013.
The success proved eye-opening to Joseph
and Or. The off-site building techniques
and processes they’d developed from
scratch for the project had been mainly for
logistics’ sake; the location couldn’t handle
a traditional build, which would have involved transporting workers and materials to the rural site every day for years. But
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CONTEMPORARY DESIGN Orbit Homes are known for their sleek, modern aesthetic.

their new pre-construction process had
turned out even better than they could
have imagined, costing a fraction of what
a traditional build would have and taking
about a quarter of the time. The brothers
realized they were onto something.
In 2018 they launched Autonomous
Homes, a first of its kind construction company that offered self-sustaining systems
for homes, complete with their own solar
electricity, satellite phones and water filtration systems. Best of all, the brothers’ developed a unique pre-construction model
in the process, allowing for the majority of
each home to be built in a factory then simply assembled onsite.
That year, they began looking into ways
they could adapt their expertise in off grid
building domestically, and especially in
their home of Southern California, where
a debilitating housing crisis was unfolding.

“THE GOAL WAS
TO CHALLENGE
THE NORM IN
EVERY WAY.”

Amidst skyrocketing property prices and
increasingly lengthy permitting processes,
the brothers realized their unique ability to
pre-construct beautiful homes at a fraction
of the price and time frame of new builds
could be a game changer.
“We had already learned what the most efficient materials and codes were, and what
would be more durable in the coastal area,”
said Joseph.
They imagined Autonomous Homes could
be genuinely helpful to the Southern California community, and especially near
their hometown of Malibu, with its escalating building costs and increasingly lengthy
permitting time frames. Little did they
know how fortuitous their vision would be.
Only months after Autonomous Homes
opened for business, the Woolsey Fire hit
Malibu, destroying more than 500 homes
in just a few days. For many of those fam-

ilies, the actual loss of their home was just
the beginning of a nightmare which began
to unfold in the months after the fire. Many
would learn that they had been underinsured, discovering only too late that insurance would cover only a fraction of the cost
to rebuild their homes. And for those who
could afford to rebuild, there was another
problem: where to live during it. Most insurance policies would cover rent for only
a year or two during construction. Facing
building timelines that could extend up to
three years, many residents soon realized
they’d be forced to cover months of alternate housing costs out-of-pocket.
Malibu was facing a mounting crisis, it
soon became clear, and one which Autonomous Homes seemed uniquely suited
to help fix. A call from a longtime surfing

buddy of Or and Joseph’s, who had lost his
home on Latigo Canyon, cemented the
idea that they could provide vital relief to
so many Malibu families who were facing
an impossible situation.
“He knew exactly what we were doing and
suggested with all your know-how, you
could really help the Malibu community,”
Or said. “You have to find a solution to help
the community.”
Less than a year later, the two brothers,
along with Or’s partner, Lauren Tucker,
launched ORBIT Homes in Malibu in response. The company culled everything
the two brothers had learned in their
wide-ranging years in construction, combining their signature contemporary aesthetic and quality workmanship with the
unique factory system they’d developed at
Autonomous Homes. Tucker, a co-founder of Kiss the Ground with a longtime career in regenerative agriculture, solidified
the vision, imbuing the models with an
indoor-outdoor sensibility, all manufactured to be solar ready and environmental
awareness that would become one of ORBIT Homes’ calling cards.
The brothers optimized their designs to
help fully meet the needs of the community. An issue they immediately recognized was one that had long stymied people building with modular homes; while
the homes were easy to move, legally they
couldn’t be. Permitting for modular homes
was site-specific because of their customization; once the home was on its foundation, it’s location couldn’t be altered at all.
This produced a distinct problem for the
countless people who planned on living in
ORBIT Homes on their property while they
rebuilt their main homes, and then turning
their ORBIT Homes into ADU/ guest homes
later on a different location on their land.
“That wasn’t going to work,” said Joseph.
And so the brothers set out to transform
the construction industry again, endeavoring to create a modular home which
someone could legally move around their
property. After extensive research, Joseph
and Or came up with a solution; instead of
building their models to the International
Residential Code or regional codes, they
would build ORBIT Homes to the national
Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
code. These guidelines were much more

stringent, basically integrating the specificities of municipal construction codes across
the country into one set of strict guidelines.
A home built to HUD code could be placed
anywhere in the country, and certainly in
multiple places on a single lot. What’s more,
adhering to HUD code meant that ORBIT
Homes didn’t have to go through new permitting processes for each home, or each
change to the home.
“We didn’t have to deal with new engineering every time we encountered a new
client,” said Tucker.
Joseph and Or had finished adapting all
their models to HUD code, and orders were
soon in for homes across Malibu. Today,
more than 15 have been built or are in the
process of being built in the city and county.
Interestingly, many of those customers who
were originally interested in ORBIT Homes
as accessory dwelling units would go on to
change their mind, purchasing an ORBIT
Home for their primary residence instead.
“We have a lot of clients who were underinsured and purchased main residences
from us,” says Tucker.
“They’re beautiful,” said Adam Masato,
who recently finished construction on his
first ORBIT Homes in Joshua Tree. Indeed
Masato was so taken by his new vacation
home, and the ease and cost of building it,
he’s already in the process of building another, which he plans to rent out.
“Everyone’s been really impressed by it,”
Masato says. “And my appraisal for the ORBIT Home came back significantly higher
than the cost to build it.”
For anyone who’s ever commissioned
major home construction, you’ll know
how weird that sounds. It’s not often that
building a home from scratch engenders
an enthusiasm for anything but therapy, let
alone a career as a developer.
But herein lies one of the major differences between a normal luxury home and an
ORBIT Home. They may turn out the same,
but the time, money and process behind
each couldn’t be more different.
“We wanted to disrupt the construction inMM
dustry,” says Or. “And we did.”
ORBIT Homes
orbithomes.us
contact@orbithomes.us
(310) 699-5333

